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Objective

Japan’s green bond issuance has mirrored global expansion trends since 2014. Still, Japan lacks the necessary infrastructure to 

evaluate whether the country’s green bond market development will allow it to achieve its Paris Climate Agreement 

commitment.

We, KSI, hope to help fill this void by analyzing green bond disclosures by considering its impact on stakeholders such as the 

nation’s citizens.

Evaluation Criteria

Proceed Usage Toward 

Green Goals

Whether the projects/assets considered for use of the proceeds meet the CBI taxonomy 

criteria, which are clearly consistent with the scientific rationale for achieving the 2°C goal 

of the Paris Agreement.

Incremental Environmental 

Impact of Refinancing

Regarding the projects/assets which proceeds are to be allocated for refinancing, whether the 

issuer discloses the refinance ratio (amount) and look-back period necessary to assess the 

additionality of environmental impact (environmental significance additionally generated) 

based on the environmental benefits of the projects/assets and their remaining lifetime.

Proper Disclosure of Risk 

Assessment Data

Whether the issuer discloses the information with the results of the risk assessment and the 

management procedures of any negative environmental or social impacts associated with the 

relevant projects/assets.

Regular and Consistent 

Disclosure of Green 

Performance Indicators

Whether the issuer discloses information to confirm achievement of environmental benefits, 

and whether the indicators (both qualitative and quantitative) adopted for this purpose are 

appropriate for measuring the environmental benefits of the projects/assets.

Clearly Defined Data 

Disclosure Commitments

Whether the issuer itself discloses the framework and other information mentioned above (1 

through 4) essential in assessing the greenness of the green bond.

Publishing of Recurring 

External Reviews

Whether any third-party conducts an external review, which plays an important role in 

enhancing the reliability of the information disclosed by the issuer.

As KSI we conducted our analysis from the following six perspectives, covering 262 green bond issues (which were issued by 

the end of June 2021 and reflected in the portal as of the end of September 2021) that are on the domestic issuance list on the 

Japan's Ministry of the Environment's Green Finance Portal.

Data Attributes

Industry Breakdown

Number of Issues

⚫ Finance(28.2%), REIT(23.3%), and Energy(19.5%) together hold about 70% of the total issuance. The largest issuer is 

Japan Housing Finance Agency, Nippon Prologis REIT, and Renewable Japan respectively.

Amount of Issues

⚫ Finance industry leads with 54.2％ of the total amount issued. The largest issuer is Japan Housing Finance Agency and it 

represents 23% of the total amount of the industry.

⚫ Average amount of issue is JPY13bn. That of the finance industry is JPY25.1bn, significantly larger than the others, REIT 

JPY4 billion and energy JPY 5.5 bn.

⚫ The only issuance above JPY100bn is Japan Housing Finance Agency’s government guaranteed bond.
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Distribution of Amount & Currency

Amount of Issues

⚫ Out of 19 bonds above JPY50bn, 15 is by the financial industry, and 2 each by the real estate and manufacturing industry.

⚫ All the smaller sized deals below JPY1bn are by the energy industry and the use of proceeds is small size renewable 

energy project. The smallest issuance amount is JPY100m.

Currency

⚫ Out of 262 bonds, 233(89％) are JPY denominated issuance.

⚫ Foreign currency denominated issuance are made in USD, EUR, and AUD and all of them except Canadian Solar, Central 

Nippon Expressway Company Ltd., Nidec Corporation, and Tokyo metropolitan government are by the financial industry.

Key Findings

Regarding the six perspectives that KSI considers essential for assessing green bond greenness (see “Evaluation Criteria” 

above), the following are the key points of issues identified through this research.

1. Proceed Usage Toward Green Goals

Summary of analysis results:

Only approximately 40% of the use of proceeds allocated in 

green projects/assets were identified to fall into CBI 

Taxonomy and meet sector-specific eligibility criteria (80% 

of these projects/assets are for renewable energy generation 

facilities). In addition, approximately half of the 

projects/assets could not be identified whether they fall into 

CBI Taxonomy or not as they don’t disclose information 

consistent with the indicators required in the sector criteria 

of the CBI Taxonomy. This was particularly remarkable for 

the green building sector, where all projects/assets could not 

be identified for their eligibility.

Thus. due to these lack of disclosures required to assess the 

greenness of the use of proceeds, it is currently difficult to 

even assess whether the projects/assets into which proceeds 

are allocated align with the Paris Agreement goal.

Suggestions:

KSI suggests that issuers should be asked to disclose 

indicators and data essential for assessing alignment of 

green bonds with the Paris Agreement goal.
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2. Incremental Environmental Impact of Refinancing

Summary of  analysis results:

For the green project/assets of which proceeds are to be 

allocated for refinancing, 41% clearly disclosed the 

estimated refinance ratio (amount) prior to the issuance 

while the ratio (amount) could not be identified for the 

remaining of approximately 60% cases.  Also, the look-back 

period was set and disclosed in 42% of the cases prior to the 

issuance but the figure declines to 21%when it comes to the 

disclosure of refinancing results after the issuance.

In this research, KSI attempted to examine the additionality 

of environmental impact (i.e., whether there is any 

additional environmental significance) of the projects/assets 

produced by refinancing but failed to do so due to the lack 

of information as described above.

Suggestions:

Although it is difficult to assess the additionality of environmental impact produced by refinancing solely from information on 

the refinance ratio (amount) and the look-back period, KSI expects that the issuers disclose the information as a minimum 

necessary source for assessments.

3. Proper Disclosure of Risk Assessment Data

Summary of  analysis results:

For negative impact, we checked issuers’ disclosures of their risk assessment process and the identified risks, as well as how 

they manage these risks. As a result, only 23.3% of the bonds clearly indicated that risk assessment was conducted and 

disclosed the identified risks and how they manage these risks. On the other hand, 40.8% of the bonds did not disclose any 

potential risks, including bonds that only disclose risk management procedures or those without any information related to 

negative risks. Furthermore, only a limited number of issuers referred to negative impacts in their framework and most of the

negative impacts were found in external reviews (either in the SPOs for frameworks or for green bonds). 

Also, only a single issuer disclosed its ongoing risk management status including the fact of any negative impact occurred 

after the issuance of the green bond within the impact report published by the issuer itself.

Suggestions:

KSI believes that issuers should explain to investors how they are prepared to deal with negative impacts. We expect the

disclosures of negative impacts including how issuers identify and manage risks associated with the relevant projects/assets

within the green bond framework will proceed in the future.

Although none of the green bond guidelines require issuers to report on negative impacts after issuance, we believe that the

disclosures of the results of periodic risk assessments and how issuers manage environmental and social risks identified play

significant roles in avoiding any greenwashing.



4. Regular and Consistent Disclosure of Green 

Performance Indicators

Summary of  analysis results:

Impact reports are indispensable for measuring the 

environmental benefits provided by the green bonds, and the 

research found that approximately 70% of the bonds 

disclosed their impact reports on their websites after 

issuance. Considering the fact that more than half of the 

approximately 30% for which impact reports could not be 

identified included bonds issued within15 months, the actual 

disclosure rate of impact reports can be higher.

Most issuers disclose their first impact report within one to 

one and a half year after the issuance and update them 

annually, while some reports were not updated after full 

allocation of proceeds as it is recommended that reporting 

be disclosed once a year until full allocation by both the 

ICMA Green Bond Principles and the Green Bond 

Guidelines of the Ministry of the Environment (hereafter 

referred to MOE Green Bond Guidelines).

Furthermore, as only a limited number of issuers disclose 

prorated share in each project/asset or total projects/assets, 

contribution of the green bond proceeds to the 

environmental performance improvement effect are unclear 

in most cases. This is especially prominent in the green 

building sector.

As for the performance indicators, indicators used that are 

required to be met in the sector criteria or shown as 

examples in the multiple green bond guidelines or standards 

were limited, although the tendency differs by sector. This 

may be an indication that the indicators used are appropriate 

for showing the progress of the projects but not necessarily 

appropriate for explaining the environmental benefits 

provided by the eligible projects. Also, some impact reports 

fail to specify whether the data disclosed are based on ex-

ante or ex-post assessment and there were even cases where 

multiple uses of proceeds (environmental goals) were listed 

in the framework but not every impact corresponding to 

each of the proceeds are reported.
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Suggestions:

To avoid greenwashing KSI believes that the environmental

impact reporting and disclosure should be disclosed with

reliability and on a regular basis even after the full

allocation of the proceeds until the bond maturity.

It is important to select and disclose appropriate indicators for projects/assets, including their alignment with the Paris

Agreement goal so that investors can accurately assess the environmental benefits provided by assets invested. In addition, we

suggest that issuers disclose prorated share in each project/asset or the total projects/assets as well as the actual performance

data once the projects are in operation.

5. Clearly Defined Data Disclosure Commitments

Summary of  analysis results:

Frameworks include basic information of green bonds and 

are the fundamental sources for investors' decisions, but we 

found l that only 53% of the bonds disclosed their 

frameworks on issuers’ websites. Among the remainings

without framework disclosures on issuers’ websites, some 

disclosures can be found in the external review reports but 

in some cases none of the information was found in any 

source.
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6. Publishing of Recurring External Reviews

Summary of  analysis results:

While more than 80% of all bonds obtained external reviews prior to the issuance, only 50% disclosed the results on the 

issuers' websites. Furthermore, the figure declines to 60% when it comes to the acquisition of post-issuance external reviews.

Suggestions:

Although disclosure of the framework is not mentioned in the MOE Green Bond Guidelines, it is defined as the key

recommendation for heightened transparency in the ICMA Green Bond Principles and is a fundamental and indispensable

source of information in assessing the greenness of a green bond. Thus, KSI suggests that systematic arrangements to

encourage disclosures of frameworks including the information mentioned in 1) through 4) above.

Suggestions:

External reviews play an important role in ensuring the reliability of information disclosed by issuers and KSI expects that 

issuers use external reviews both before and after the issuance, and that the results be disclosed on the issuers’ websites.

Moreover, since both pre-issuance and post-issuance external reviews are recommended or mandatory in green bond 

principles and standards except for the MOE guidelines, we suggest that the MOE include the recommendation in the Green 

Bond Guidelines.

On the other hand, as there is a question of whether the current external review can ensure its independency, we believe that

the roles of investors through their engagements as well as the presence of any third party functioning as watchdog are truly

essential in ensuring the disclosure reliability.

Recommendations for Solutions

KSI summarizes its recommendations from the following three perspectives on what it believes is necessary to resolve the 

issues identified through this research.

1. Enhancement of guidelines and development of 

disclosure systems

Only In "Key findings and suggestions" above, KSI pointed

out what kind of information issuers are expected to include

in their green bond disclosures and provided suggestions to

ensure their reliability.

Since more than 95% of green bonds issued in Japan refer to

the ICMA Green Bond Principles and the MOE's Green

Bond Guidelines, KSI believes that enhancing the guidelines

will be effective in resolving these issues.

However, simply enhancing the guidelines will not be

enough as existing guidelines are not legally binding. The

Bank of Japan's climate change operations are expected to

lead to an ever-increasing issuance of green bonds but the

market growth without any standards nor taxonomy to

ensure greenness could pose the risk of greenwashing.

To establish a clear path to carbon neutrality in 2050 and

promote sound development of the market, we expect the

government to take a leadership in establishing the standards

necessary to assess greenness of the green bonds as well as

mechanism of promoting and supporting more transparent

disclosures by issuers (disclosure of framework, indicators

and data aligned with the Paris Agreement goal, etc.).

As the Japanese Financial Services Agency and the Tokyo

Stock Exchange have begun considering a framework for

certifying the eligibility of ESG-related bonds including

green bonds, we expect that the establishment of such

mechanisms well reflect the perspectives of heightening

"transparency and reliability of disclosures".

Currently, sectors and bonds pointed out in the above

analysis as having issues in terms of disclosures and

greenness of the use of proceeds are eligible for government

subsidies (by MOE). Considering the costs involved in

issuing green bonds, the subsidy support will continue to be

necessary to attract a wider range of market participants,

including venture capitalists and small and medium-sized

enterprises (SMEs). Therefore, we expect MOE to set clear

screening criteria in selecting green bonds eligible for the

grant which rigidly requires disclosure transparency so that

they could be demonstrated as the best practices.

2. Encouraging literacy of institutional investors (in

defining the investment policies) and promoting

engagements

Institutional investors are the most important actors with the

ability to make impacts and require issuers to provide
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information necessary in making investment decisions on

green bonds. As mentioned above, without a mandatory

system for green bond disclosures and the absence of third

parties responsible for independent monitoring in the

Japanese green bond market, KSI believes that institutional

investors have an extremely important role to play in the

progress of disclosure practices in the market.

We also expect that institutional investors set and clarify

their investment policies for green finance, thereby

accelerating engagements necessary for making investment

decisions in line with their policies, and leading issuers to

disclose more information (e.g., the environmental benefits

of the projects/assets covered by the green bond, the size of

their impact, and their negative impacts if any). This may

require the Japanese government to take stronger initiatives

to induce institutional investors to do so.

In addition, individual investors are becoming increasingly

aware of sustainability and their investment in green bonds

are expected to grow in the future. Therefore, we expect

issuers and financial institutions to enhance disclosures for

such individual investors.

3. The role of a true third party to monitor green bonds

We must be doubtful about the independency of the existing

external reviews as the review providers receive direct

rewards from the issuers. In overseas, independent third

parties, mainly NPOs, play important roles as watchdogs to

monitor the sound development of the green bond market

including the greenwashing points out. It is necessary to

discuss who could play a similar role in Japan (high

environmental expertise is mandatory, with perspectives

apart from investors, disclosure or certification systems).

Figures :Other Findings of the Analysis
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